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I T is commonplace to talk about education in the United States
as 50 separate educational systems. The vast differences in state
accountability systems exemplify that characterization, with vir-

tually no two comparable assessment programs at this point in time.
Unfortunately, this variation results in our learning less from research
on state testing programs than we would hope.

Nevertheless, given policymakers’ and educators’ plans to ex-
pand accountability, we need to develop better designs, evaluations,
and redesigns of assessment and accountability systems. This policy
brief builds on the issues of school accountability and reporting
discussed in recent CRESST work (Linn, 1998, 2001; Linn & Baker,
1999).

MEASURING SCHOOL QUALITY—CURRENT STATUS

Increasingly, states are using their accountability systems as
much for measuring school status as for student achievement. Ac-
cording to a survey by Education Week (Orlofsky & Olson, 2001), 27
states assign ratings to schools or identify low-performing schools.
President Bush’s education plan (2001) would require “school by
school report cards…for all public schools,” and publication on the
Internet.  But the methods by which states rank schools or measure
improvement vary greatly. The most common method of reporting
school results is in terms of current status, often done by reporting
the school mean or median score for students in the grade assessed.
States have been moving in recent years away from the use of scale
scores and percentile ranks to the percentage of students who meet
or exceed a performance standard or the percentage of students in
each of several performance categories. The Florida school account-
ability system (Table 1), for example, grades schools from A to F based
on current performance of students on the Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test (FCAT). Florida also reports performance in terms
of improvement.

Table 1. Rules for Assigning Grades to Schools in Florida
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Table 1 shows that grades C through F are determined
solely by student performance during the current year,
whereas grades A and B have added requirements for the
performance of subgroups of students, and grade A has re-
quirements for year-to-year change as well.
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Table 2 defines Florida’s minimum and “higher” per-
forming criteria referred to in Table 1. What appears to be a
fairly straightforward A-F reporting system for current school
status is considerably complex in its details. Most state ac-
countability systems are at least this complex. Like Florida,
each has different features making none of them comparable.

LONGITUDINAL AND QUASI-LONGITUDINAL

REPORTING METHODS

Another way to measure improvement is to track the
performance of students from one grade to the next. The
approach using only students with scores in both years of
the comparison is commonly referred to as a longitudinal
model. It has the appeal that the school is only held account-
able for students who were in the school for the period
between the first and second test administrations. Al-
though this feature of the longitudinal approach may seem
an advantage to schools, it has the clear disadvantage of
excluding mobile students who change schools from one
year to the next and students who for some other reason
are tested in only one of the years being compared. There-
fore, the educational system is not held accountable for
these students.

MEASURING SCHOOL QUALITY—IMPROVEMENT

OVER TIME

A preferable approach to measuring and reporting
school achievement is to place greater emphasis on improve-
ment than on current status. A common method is to com-
pare test scores between two years but for the same grade,
for example, third-grade reading in 1998 to third-grade read-
ing in 1999. Such “improvement-over-time” comparisons

Table 3. Williams School
Colorado Student Assessment Program Score 3rd-Grade Reading Proficiency Levels

An alternative that avoids this disadvantage is to base
the accountability on a comparison of the performance of all
students in the school in, say fifth grade in 2000, with that of
all students in that school who are tested in the sixth grade
in 2001. This approach has been called a quasi-longitudinal
approach. It has the advantage that all students in the school
at the selected grades influence the results in a given year.

Both the longitudinal approach and the quasi-longitu-
dinal approach require comparable tests across each grade
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based on successive groups of students in selected grades
are reasonable for schools with consistent student popula-
tions. Williams School, a fictitious name but with actual
school results, shows reasonable improvement in Grade 3
reading proficiency with slightly higher “proficient or above”
scores in 1999 than 1998 (Table 3). The validity of inferences
from such comparisons is questionable, however, for schools
with rapidly changing demographics or with too few stu-
dents tested in a specific grade.

Table 2. Criteria for School Performance Grades
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level compared. Both require annual testing in every grade
used in the accountability system and are generally associ-
ated with the use of off-the-shelf tests or measures with char-
acteristics similar to such tests. A downside to off-the-shelf
tests is that they are usually not matched to state content stan-
dards. Because schools usually align instruction to the con-
tent that they are tested on, the state standards often become
a lower priority.

North Carolina is an example of a state that uses the
quasi-longitudinal approach in its “ABC” school accountabil-
ity system. At least a year’s worth of growth for a year of
schooling is expected.

North Carolina uses the average rate of growth observed
across the state as a whole from one grade in the spring of
1993 to the next grade in the spring of 1994 as a benchmark
against which improvement for students in a given grade in
one year to the next grade the following year is judged. Com-
parisons to expected growth are used to classify schools into
one of four categories: exemplary schools, schools meeting
expected growth, schools having adequate performance, and
low-performing schools (Table 4).

The Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System
(TVAAS) is perhaps the best-known and most often cited
state accountability system that relies on matched student-
level longitudinal data for reporting of school, district, and
teacher performance. Developed by William L. Sanders (see,
for example, Sanders & Horn, 1994; Sanders, Saxton, & Horn,
1997), TVAAS uses sophisticated data-analysis methodology
that allows the use of gains in student achievement from one

year to another as the basis for holding teachers, schools and
districts accountable. Student achievement data from several
previous years are used as the basis for estimating gains in a
particular year.

ADJUSTING SCHOOL RANKINGS FOR SES
Research has well documented the overriding effect of

socioeconomic status (SES) on student achievement. To ac-
count for this SES factor, some states such as California and
Pennsylvania report “similar schools scores” to supplement
their regular school rankings. The use of background mea-
sures is controversial, however, because they imply a lower
set of expectations for less affluent students. They may also
mislead educators and policymakers to presume that schools
are doing better than they really are or not as well as they
really are.

Table 5 shows recent rankings in a California district for
five elementary schools to which we have given fictitious
names. Of particular note is the ranking for Ash Elementary
School. Although its overall 2000 rank of 6 is lower than the
ranks of the other four schools, Ash has a similar schools rank
of 9, higher than all other elementary schools in this district.
Many other California district scores show similar dispari-
ties between the two different school ranking methods, cre-
ating a fair amount of confusion among educators and the
public. Some educators have seized on the similar schools
rankings, saying that their schools perform very well when
compared to other similar schools, but failing to mention the
schools’ lower results on most performance measures.

Table 4. North Carolina ABCs Results for All Schools 1999 - 2000

Table 5. School Academic Performance Rankings From a Sample California School District
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Accepting or indeed promoting similar schools rankings
may lead to lower expectations for students from different
backgrounds. Because of the link between socioeconomic sta-
tus and ethnicity, reducing the expectations for students from
low SES backgrounds typically means lower standards for
African American and Hispanic students.

RECOMMENDATIONS

No school reporting method is without some disadvan-
tages; however, the recommendations below may enhance
the likelihood that assessment systems will contribute to the
overarching goal of improving student learning, while mini-
mizing some of the potential negative effects. Although sev-
eral suggestions repeat an earlier CRESST brief, they bear
repetition in our high-stakes accountability environment.

1. Place more emphasis on school improvement
than on current performance. This allows for
differences in starting points while maintain-
ing high standards and expectations of im-
provement for all.

2. Report the margin of error for any school re-
sult. All measurement systems, including
polls, surveys, and even scientific tests, con-
tain some degree of error. To avoid improper
use of test scores, states should report the
probability that a student or school has been
misclassified.

3. As required by the Standards for Educational
and Psychological Testing (American Educa-
tional Research Association, American Psy-
chological Association, & National Council
on Measurement in Education, 1999), evalu-
ate the validity of the uses and interpreta-
tions of assessment results. Validate the full
accountability system including standards,
tests, alignment, professional development, re-
wards, sanctions, teaching quality, curriculum,
and resources in addition to the positive and
negative effects.

4. Validate trends with results from other indi-
cators such as the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, other state tests, and re-
sults from college admissions and placement
tests such as the ACT, the SAT, and Advanced
Placement tests.
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